Ovation

Furniture for the Curious

Ovation
Designed with movement
in mind, Ovation draws
inspiration from iconic
transport systems of the world.
From focused to collaborative,
Ovation can adapt to suit any
environment, with the ethos
of moving people quickly and
efficiently in their working
environments.

Ovation’s unique oval leg
profile offers a sophisticated
take on an office essential, and
is available as both a fixed and
height-adjustable solution.
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Ovation is available as
Single Sided, Back to
Back, 90° and 120° desking
solutions.
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Like the arteries of a
transport system, we
have redesigned the way
we route soft wiring,
concealing it in an enclosed
cable pathway with
removable segregation and

multiple access points to
keep the system running
smoothly and efficiently.
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A unique cable bridge
option allows the user to
conceal and segregate soft
wiring from work point to
work point.
Ovation’s optional Power
Pocket Modesty allows for

up to 6xGPO points and
provides a clean and easy
solution for excess cabling.
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Acoustic screens are
available at two heights
with PET and upholstered
finish options. Framed and
Frameless options are both
available.
Electric height-adjustable
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Ovation frames can be
pre-programmed to three
different height settings
and come with an in-built
‘Impact-Stop’ response.
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Electric height-adjustable
Ovation desks have
the option to integrate
smartphone-based controls
via our Bluetooth Wellness
App.

Ovation
A sophisticated take on an office
essential, the Ovation desking system
features a sleek, oval leg profile and is
available as both a fixed and heightadjustable solution.
Sustainability Policy
We realise the importance of responsible
business practices and have in place
numerous product and company
sustainability certifications. We
would encourage you to download our
annual Sustainability Report from the
ThinkingWorks website to get a full
overview of our sustainability program.
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